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Discover Nine Ways to Break Bondage and Get Closer to God Through
Fasting. This book gives you the biblical reasons for fasting, and
introduces you to nine biblical fasts--each designed for a specific
physical and spiritual final result.Understand how fasting can
strengthen your faith and draw you nearer to God, assisting you to be a
accurate overcomer in Christ.
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I am 78 years old and have been a Christian . the kindle edition that I
bought.. power for independence from sin Because his guy has compiled
not merely common sense, but the phrase of God's Holy Bible to back up
these teachings on fasting. Be prepared to spend some quality period
with it. There is indeed much praying that should be done. It really is
unlikely that I'll ever be considered a missionary but I pray for
everybody in the globe because I don't need anyone to proceed unprayed
for, not really on my view. God bless you to make this book available
for us who pray. I will read again, take notes and study. I think it is
the greatest handbook on fasting. Occasionally when the Lord can be
nudging me to fast I'll look over this to see what type of fast matches
what I am fasting for. To proceed without? Great resource about fasting
to own Great resource on fasting to own. Sometimes fasting is merely
about intimacy with god, the father, but sometimes it is for
breakthrough in a certain issue, like health or budget. It is very
healthy to provide the digestive system a rest therefore the body can
concentrate on repairs it requirements to make instead of on digesting
food, so long as you don't have any serious medical issues." However the
Lord has always "rewarded" the fast in some way.If you are reading this,
I encourage you to begin with a one-day fast. Not really in a bad
method, nonetheless it requires you to do a little more bible studying
to comprehend all of the different types of fasts detailed in the book.
Very easy to read, clear and direct.Suggestion: For this particular book
I would suggest purchasing the hard duplicate vs. I have hardly ever
said, "Oh, I am so sorry I fasted. Overeating,drinking,
smoking,medications etc. Fasting designed for Spiritual Breakthrough:
HELPFUL INFORMATION to Nine Biblical Fasts Book Review: I came across
Fasting for Spiritual Breakthrough by Elmer L. ? Great book. In case you
are reading it alone, it can be a little challenging. I fast the Jewish
day time, which is definitely from sun-down to sun-down, which really is
a true 24 hour period. It provides scriptures and lifestyle applications
that I really like. I'd absolutely suggest scanning this book with an
organization. I try to fast 2 days each week. This is not what I would
call a quick, fast, or easy read. You have to read this publication and
put some work into it. Each chapter ends with a page guide to help with
each fast, so that helps. Spiritual Power with God. This books helps you
to understand why you are fasting, which kind of fast you may want to
do, and outcomes you should expect from each fast. Even though you have
been carrying it out for years, I promise you will learn something
fresh. If you opt to juice which is usually popular with contemporary
fasting and I don't agree with at all, please usually do not use fruit
juice since it will cause you to feel worse over time due to the spikes
in your glucose level.. You will have to highlight a lot. Goes way
beyond just fasting in the physical sense I've read lots of books on
fasting and I must say this is actually the best of the bunch. Helped Me
Get Several Breakthroughs This book lays out Biblical Scriptures and



examples for Fasting and the various types. Thank you. The author also
contains aprox 20% from a doctor on the purely physical aspects and
another 20% of quotes and experiences of other people. I desire I had
acquired this reserve 40 years ago when I started fasting. Probably the
most significant statements he produced (summarized) can be that
although God doesn't require fasting, when you perform among these
fasts(he includes agreements that you sign on your own benefit) when you
don't complete the fast relating to your personal contract that you
create, right now there will be a cost to pay out.Fasting has definitely
changed my entire life for the better. until I go through this
publication I didn't recognize that. I felt a loss and a sense of
failure not to mention the answers I'd hoped for didn't come; I
discovered from knowledge when I did an extended fast in anger toward
God so when I've fasted and broken the commitment part by consuming
things that weren't part of the offer. I read the whole reserve without
taking notes. 60 % of the book describes the 9 different fasts and the
best way to do them spiritually; This is accurate! I credit Fasting,
Praying and Giving about the Tithe (Matthew 6) to my high end car, my
many vacations including someone to the Bahamas and several other this
happening which were difficult for me to do in my own power. The Daniel
Chapter 10 Fast (as opposed to Daniel Chapter 1) may be the easiest
nevertheless as I have built up my Faith and seen countless results I
essentially do Liquid And Vitamin Fasts now.In case you are set to go to
another level of your daily life than this is one way you carry out it.
We recently do the Ezra fast for resolving a issue with incredible
results.! great read People have to fast and pray, sometimes we need to
set aside our own comforts to discipline our bodies to desire more of
God's Spirit in us. God's Spirit can be what we need more than anything
this globe can give us which book gives us guidelines to how exactly we
can grow closer to God for His glory inside our lives. I am 78 years old
and have been a Christian for 47 years but have known hardly any people
thinking about fasting, although it is scriptural. This book helps you
to overcome those addictions you can't overcome on your own. People with
medical issues can fast from another thing, like no consumer electronics
for a day. Love it. This is easier to start off with when you are not
experiencing a full day time without eating. Pretty awesome how this
book displays and teaches the power one can obtain through fasting in
Christ's Spirit. Towns to become an informative read. I would recommend.
Good book Good book A great book I like the structure of the
publication. The how to prepare yourself for the fast. Highly recommend
this to anyone who would like to fast in the manner God provides decreed
and wants something beyond merely physical or scripture verse
descriptions. Staple on my bookshelf This is the most loaned book on my
bookshelf, so much in order that I have purchased several used copies so
I always have a copy here. I've fasted many many times but never have I
read something that added so much to the experience spiritually as this



publication.. I wore out my first publication and am happy to have this
alternative. I'm learning so much Who would like to fast? As the title
indicates, each kind of fast is based on particular fasts in the Bible.
Here's .... To go without? Here's why. Total this book is a must have
for anybody starting a fast. This book is Amazing Wow!. The best book on
the subject in faith, prayer, n fasting. Who would like to fast?.
Everyone should have in their library Vintage, sound instruction
regarding Biblical fasting
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